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Q.No.1(one word questios) 

i- Goal attainment 

ii- Interest articulation is a way for members of a society to express their needs to a system of 

government. 

iii- Gabriel Almond and Sidney Verba 

iv- Rule making, rule application, rule adjudicating. 

v- Feedback occurs when outputs of a system are feed back as a part of a chain or cause and 

effect that forms a circuit or loop/ feedback exists between two parts when each affects the 

others. 

vi- Daniel Bell 

vii- Andrew Heywood 

viii- Roy C. Macridis 

ix- Francis Fukuyama 

x- Morris Jones 

 

SECTION-B 

Q.No.2 

-Various meaning of political culture 

-Mynor Weiner and India: two political culture 

-Morris Jones and Three idioms of Indian Political Culture 

 



Q.No.3 

-Bases of the stability of any constitutional system-legitimacy/participation 

-S.E.Finer’s classification: mature/developed/low/minimal 

Q.No.4 

-Meaning of political culture/political development 

-Lucian W. Pie’s meaning of political development 

      Differentiations/equality/capacity 

-Evaluate how political culture is more vulnerable for political development 

Q.No.5 

Characteristics of liberal democratic ideology 

-Faith in liberty and democracy 

-Space for the participation of all 

-Scope for modern/global values i.e. LPG 

-Internationalism/peace and common concerns for all 

Q.No.6 

-Critic of existing capitalist economy and vocal towards a new political economy 

-Philosophy of Haves/Haves not and give characteristic of capitalism i.e. Marx on Rupee! 

-Centre, periphery discussions 

Q.No.7 

-Various approaches like classical and modern 

-Legal/institutional/formal Vs system/structural-functional approaches 

-Political economy or Marxist approach 

 

 

 



Q.No.8 

Discussion on eight intellectual foundations of behaviouralism i.e. 

1. Regularities - The generalization and explanation of regularities. 

2. Commitment to Verification - The ability to verify ones generalizations. 

3. Techniques - An experimental attitude toward techniques. 

4. Quantification - Express results as numbers where possible or meaningful. 

5. Values - Keeping ethical assessment and empirical explanations distinct. 

6. Systemization - Considering the importance of theory in research. 

7. Pure Science - Deferring to pure science rather than applied science. 

8. Integration - Integrating social sciences and value 

Q.No.9 

-Technique copied from science 

-S=stimulus, O=organism, R=response 

-Describe political system in the above formula 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


